
SKILL ASSESSMENT TEMPLATE

Use this template to write skill assessments (i.e., test tasks) that communicate clearly and consistently. Effortlessly
introduce new hires to the outcomes and competencies required and empower them to demonstrate their
knowledge and capabilities.

The notes in the “Prompt” column outline the sections of the perfect skill assessment. The “Example” column features
an Amazon Account Manager skill assessment to show you what these sections typically look like. The “Style Notes”
column gives you additional guidelines on length and voice as well as suggestions to make that section put the
perfect candidate in the best mindset.

Prompt Example Style Notes

Job title AMAZON ACCOUNT MANAGER ● Use all caps, in bold, in a centered 20
pt. title for each job description

● Do not add any unnecessary
“padding” words, like adjectives
describing the “perfect” Amazon
account manager or similar

Task type TASK TYPE: CASE STUDY ● Include a subtitle that states the type
of test task that the document
describes. The type should clearly
describe the end deliverable, for
example case study, blog article, etc.

Instructions INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Using Helium 10 or a similar tool,

● Write out the instructions for the task
under an all-caps heading
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assess the product stats and
recommend improvement or
optimization opportunities for one
(1) product, looking at all of the
following:

a. Product Details Page
b. Keywords used (iIndex and

search rank)
c. Sales velocity
d. Buy box
e. Customer reviews (rating

averages and review count)
and queries

2. Record a 5-minute Loom video
(screen share only) explaining your
analysis and recommendations.

(“INSTRUCTIONS”) and with clear
step-by-step directions listed out in a
numbered list

● Include details like what software to
use, required word count, output
metrics or anything else that will give
clarity on how the task should be done

● Bold key terms to help draw even
greater understanding

Objectives ● This task will provide insights to the
recruiter and client if the candidate
has a good grasp of the role and
responsibilities as well as Amazon’s
best practices and processes.

● This task will determine if the
candidate is adequately tech and
Amazon-support platform savvy.

● The Loom video will provide insights
into the candidate’s communication
and presentation skills.

● Skills assessed: Amazon Platform
Proficiency, Analytical, Problem
Solver, Strong Communication Skills

● Objectives are for internal-use only;
they describe for the hiring manager
what skills this test task assesses and
what insights the hiring manager
should gain about the candidate

● Use this space to clearly state what
required skills or knowledge from the
job description are identified through
this test task

● The final bullet point should state
“Skills assessed” and then list key skills
from the job description that this test
task assesses
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Duration DURATION: 1-2 days ● State the time given to the candidate
to complete the task.

Considerations CONSIDERATIONS:
● Is this a paid task?
● Is the product live? Or do we select a

product in our repository?
● Who will review and evaluate the

results?
○ Dummy product submission

to be reviewed internally
○ Client-provided submission to

be reviewed by client

● Considerations is another internal-only
section of the assessment template
that state questions the recruiter or
client must answer in order to
successfully deliver this test task

● At a minimum, considerations state
whether the task is paid or unpaid,
who will review the candidate’s
submission, and what access the
candidate will need to client
information, documents and accounts

Answer key and criteria CRITERIA:

The following questions should be
answered in the candidate’s presentation:

1. Is the listing of good quality? What
needs to be improved in the listing?

2. Is the product on the [target]
page/rank? Are the keywords used
in the listing indexed by Amazon’s
algorithm according to Helium10?

3. What are the candidate’s thoughts
on the following:

a. Sales velocity over XX period
b. Buy box
c. Review count and ratings

4. What strategies does the candidate

● The criteria section describes what a
minimum-passing submission
includes

● Note that for test tasks where there
are absolute right or wrong answers,
the criteria section is renamed
“ANSWER KEY” and the answers are
stated as absolutes

● More commonly, submissions will
have to be measured against certain
standards (thus, “CRITERIA”). Those
standards, listed here, should state:

○ What questions should the
candidate submission answer?

○ What is the standard of
“quality” for each of the skills
assessed?
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recommend to improve the product
performance as a whole?

The presentation should also demonstrate
a clear, linear structure in the recorded
Loom summary.

○ What key concepts should the
submission address?

An example of the full skill assessment template follows.

AMAZON ACCOUNT MANAGER
TASK TYPE: CASE STUDY

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Using Helium 10 or a similar tool, assess the product stats and recommend improvement or optimization

opportunities for one (1) product, looking at all of the following:
○ Product Details Page
○ Keywords used (iIndex and search rank)
○ Sales velocity
○ Buy box
○ Customer reviews (rating averages and review count) and queries

2. Record a 5-minute Loom video (screen share only) explaining your analysis and recommendations.

OBJECTIVES:
● This task will provide insights to the recruiter and client if the candidate has a good grasp of the role and

responsibilities as well as Amazon’s best practices and processes.
● This task will determine if the candidate is adequately tech and Amazon-support platform savvy.
● The Loom video will provide insights into the candidate’s communication and presentation skills.
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● Skills assessed: Amazon Platform Proficiency, Analytical, Problem Solver, Strong Communication Skills

DURATION: 1-2 days

CONSIDERATIONS:
● Is this a paid task?
● Is the product live? Or do we select a product in our repository?
● Who will review and evaluate the results?

○ Dummy product submission to be reviewed internally
○ Client-provided submission to be reviewed by client

CRITERIA:

The following questions should be answered in the candidate’s presentation:
1. Is the listing of good quality? What needs to be improved in the listing?
2. Is the product on the [target] page/rank? Are the keywords used in the listing indexed by Amazon’s algorithm

according to Helium10?
3. What are the candidate’s thoughts on the following:

○ Sales velocity over XX period
○ Buy box
○ Review count and ratings

4. What strategies does the candidate recommend to improve the product performance as a whole?

The presentation should also demonstrate a clear, linear structure in the recorded Loom summary.
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